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Direct Evidence of a Role for Heterochromatin
in Meiotic Chromosome Segregation
Abby F. Dernburg,*‡ John W. Sedat,* the tiny 4th chromosomes never undergo exchange;
nevertheless, their segregation is also highly efficient,and R. Scott Hawley†
occurring normally in >99.9% of meioses (Carpenter,*Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics
1973). In the second, in cases where there are only twoUniversity of California, San Francisco
nonexchange chromosomes, they will regularly segre-San Francisco, California 94143-0554
gate to opposite poles, even without any apparent ho-†Department of Genetics
mology (heterologous segregation).Section of Molecular and Cellular Biology
Hawley et al. (1992) demonstrated genetically thatUniversity of California, Davis
these types of achiasmate segregation are mediated byDavis, California 95616
two distinct systems. One system ensures the segrega-
tion of homologous achiasmate chromosomes and re-
lies on heterochromatic homology, while the otherSummary
allows the segregation of nonhomologous achiasmate
chromosomes and acts independently of such homol-We have investigated the mechanism that enables
ogy. The physical basis for the two systems remainsachiasmate chromosomes to segregate from each
elusive. In large part, this is because direct observationother at meiosis I in D. melanogaster oocytes. Using
of meiosis in Drosophila females has been refractory tonovel cytological methods, we asked whether nonex-
conventional cytological approaches. While the ar-
change chromosomes are paired prior to disjunction.
rangement of chromosomes in wild-type oocytes during
Our results show that the heterochromatin of homolo-
pachytene has been carefully documented by Carpenter
gous chromosomes remains associated throughout (1975, 1979a, 1979b, 1981), the events of the latter half
prophase until metaphase I regardless of whether they of meiotic prophase are still poorly understood. During
undergo exchange, suggesting that homologous rec- this crucial period, the chromosomes are tightly con-
ognition can lead to segregation even in the absence densed in a compact arrangement called the karyosome
of chiasmata. However, partner chromosomes lacking (King, 1970) and cannot be distinguished from each
homologydonot pair prior to disjunction. Furthermore, other in the light microscope.
euchromatic synapsis is not maintained throughout To circumvent this difficulty, we used fluorescence in
prophase.These observations provide a physical dem- situ hybridization (FISH) to mark specific chromosome
onstration that homologous and heterologous achias- regions and investigate the interactions between differ-
matesegregations occur by different mechanisms and ent chromosome pairs. Hybridization was performed to
establish a role for heterochromatin in maintaining the well-preserved, intact egg chambers to avoid complica-
alignment of chromosomes during meiosis. tions in interpretation that might arise as a consequence
of perturbing the meiotic nuclei. Because the morpho-
Introduction logical development of Drosophila egg chambers is well
characterized and correlated with the process of meio-
Proper chromosome segregation during meiosis re- sis (King, 1970; Carpenter, 1979b), chromosome organi-
zation could be examined as a function of progressionquires the movement of homologous chromosomes to
through the latter part of meiotic prophase.opposite poles at anaphase I. This feat is usually accom-
The central issue is whether physical association be-plished by homolog pairing and recombination. The re-
tween achiasmate chromosomes occurs at any timesulting chiasmata physically link homologs together and
prior to segregation at anaphase I. Competing modelsensure their segregation (for review see Hawley, 1988).
have proposed that both homologous and nonhomolo-However, in a number of meiotic systems, proper homol-
gous pairings might occur either early in prophase, atogous segregation can occur even in the absence of
or before pachytene (Novitski, 1964), or, alternatively,crossing over (for a recent review see Wolf, 1994). To
near the end of prophase (Grell, 1962a, 1962b). To testelucidate how faithful segregation can occur without
these models directly, we looked for physical associa-chiasmata, we have investigated the physical basis for
tions between both homologous and nonhomologoussuch achiasmate segregation in Drosophila females.
achiasmate chromosomes.Two types of achiasmate, or “distributive,” segrega-
We demonstrate that the heterochromatin of homolo-tion take place in Drosophila females (Grell, 1976). In
gous chromosomes, both exchange and achiasmate,the first, achiasmate homologs have been shown to seg-
remains associated from the end of pachytene untilregate from one another at high efficiency (homologous
metaphase, despite the desynapsis of euchromatic re-achiasmate segregation). For example, the X chromo-
gions. As oocytes reach metaphase, heterochromatic
somes fail to cross over in 5%–10% of oocytes, yet the
associations release and partner chromosomes align on
rate of X nondisjunction is less than 0.1%, more than
the metaphase plate oriented toward opposite poles.
an order of magnitude lower than would be expected if These results suggest that heterochromatic pairing can
achiasmate X chromosomes disjoined at random (Stur- orient homologous chromosomes to opposite poles of
tevant and Beadle, 1936; Weinstein, 1936). Moreover, the meiotic spindle, even in the absence of chiasmata.
We also report an absence of physical contact be-
tween two nonhomologous chromosomes that segre-‡Present address: Department of Developmental Biology, Beckman
gate from each other at meiosis I. In doing so, we invali-Center, Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, California
94305-5427. date models, such as those noted above, that invoke
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such pairings. An alternative model, which explains the
faithful segregation of such pairs of nonhomologous
chromosomes in the absence of pairing, is considered in
the Discussion. These findings provide strong evidence
that homologous and heterologous achiasmate segre-
gation occur by different mechanisms.
Results
Simultaneous Labeling of Different Chromosomes
within Intact Egg Chambers
Examination of interactions between and among the four
pairs of chromosomes in the oocyte required chromo-
some-specific probes. Hawley et al. (1992) showed that
within the homologous achiasmate segregation system
partners are chosen based on homology in their hetero-
chromatic regions and that euchromatic homology
makes no contribution to partner choice. We therefore
particularly wished to examine pairing between hetero-
chromatic regions on different chromosomes.
We chose satellite sequences that are restricted to
one or two chromosomes (Wu et al., 1988; Abad et al.,
1992; Lohe et al., 1993; Makunin et al., 1995) and con-
firmed their specificity by hybridization to spread mitotic
chromosomes. As probes, we used synthetic oligonu-
cleotides, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) products,
and cloned sequences, as described in Experimental
Procedures. Using combinations of different labels, up
to three probes plus the DNA dye diamidophenylindole
(DAPI) could be detected in the same specimen.
Figure 1A shows the Drosophila female karyotype
marked with the positions of the probes employed in
this study. Figure 2B shows mitotic chromosomes hy-
bridized with three probes used for analysis of homolo-
gous chromosome segregation.
Analysis of Nonhomologous
Chromosome Disjunction
Homology between two achiasmate chromosomes is
Figure 1. Genomic Sequences Used as Probes for Chromosomenot required for faithful segregation in Drosophila. In
Organization in Oocytes
cases where only two nonexchange chromosomes are
(A) The four chromosomes of the female Drosophila karyotype arepresent (in addition to the normally achiasmate 4th chro-
diagrammed with the positions of the probes used in this investiga-
mosomes), they do not segregate at random, but instead tion and, where available, the approximate amount of each satellite
regularly disjoin from each other (Hawley et al., 1993). within the block. Heterochromatin is shown as closed boxes, and
euchromatin is stippled. Mapping data for the dodeca satellite areWe wished to determine whether nonhomologous dis-
from Carmena et al. (1993); Rsp was mapped genetically by Britt-junction of this type involves physical pairing of the
nacher and Ganetzky (1989) and cytologically by Pimpinelli andchromosomes during meiotic prophase.
Dimitri (1989); the histone locus is from Pardue et al. (1977); andTo follow the segregation of two nonhomologous
the remaining positional and quantitative data are from Lohe et al.
chromosomes, we used a stock carrying both a com- (1993).
pound X chromosome, C(1)RM (Lindsley and Zimm, (B) A mitotic chromosome preparation from a female larva heterozy-
gous for a normal X chromosome and the FM7 balancer, hybridized1992), and a compound entire second chromosome,
with three probes. The 359 bp repeat (also called the 1.688 g/cm3C(2)EN (Novitski, 1976; Novitski et al., 1981). The two
satellite), shown in green, is specific to the X chromosome andhomologous arms of each of these chromosomes can
is largely inverted to a distal position on FM7. The rDNA repeatsundergo intrachromosomal exchange, but such cross-
(magenta) also serve as a specific X chromosome marker in females.
overs do not result in chiasmata that join separate cen- The AATAT satellite is abundant on the 4th chromosome, and, al-
tromeres. In female meiosis, C(1)RM and C(2)EN segre- though it is also present on both the X chromosome and chromo-
some 3 as seen in this example, by far the largest and brightestgate from each other with high efficiency; progeny
signals in intact nuclei correspond to the 4th chromosomes. Noteanalysis showed that they disjoin in >99% of oocytes
the proximity of the 4th chromosomes to the X centromeres, an(L. Messina, J. J. Sekelsky, and R. S. H., unpublished
association we have also detected in intact interphase and meioticdata), and their segregation can also be observed cyto-
nuclei.
logically (see Figure 2A).
As a probe for C(1)RM, we used the 359 bp repeat,
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Figure 2. Lack of Pairing between C(1)RM
and C(2)EN
These chromosomes can be seen moving to-
ward opposite poles at metaphase I in (A).
Each of their centromeric regions is marked
with a chromosome-specific probe, the 359
bp repeat or the AACAC satellite. (B) indicates
the positions of these probes on the com-
pound chromosomes. Using FISH, we as-
sessed whether centromeric regions of these
achiasmate partners pair during prophase
(C–G). (C) shows a projection through an opti-
cal slice of an egg chamber from a C(1)RM;
C(2)EN female. The oocyte is the small, dip-
loid nucleus within the interior of the egg
chamber; the larger, polyploid nuclei are
those of the nurse cells. Surrounding the tis-
sue are follicle cells. (D) is an enlarged view
of the oocyte nucleus. The two probes are
widely separated, precluding the possibility
of centromeric contact between thetwo chro-
mosomes. Further examples of oocytes at
different stages are shown in (E)–(G). Scale
bars represent 1 mm.
which is located proximally on both arms of the com- Homologous Pairing Occurs between the
pound chromosome (Figure 2B). For C(2)EN, we used a Achiasmate 4th Chromosomes
recently discovered satellite sequence, AACAC, which Because they are obligately achiasmate, the 4th chro-
localizes exclusively to a block of heterochromatin on mosomes always segregate by the distributive pathway.
the right arm of chromosome 2 (I. Zhimulev, personal We examined pairing between the 4th chromosomes in
communication; Makunin et al., 1995). Hybridization to wild-type females from vitellogenic stage 2 up to meta-
mitotic chromosome preparations demonstrated that phase I; i.e., during all stages of prophase I during which
this satellite is also restricted to the pericentric hetero- the oocyte can be recognized. As a probe, we used the
chromatin of C(2)EN (data not shown). repeated sequence AATAT (Figure 1). A single strong
Analysis of egg chambers from C(1)RM; C(2)EN fe- hybridization signal resulted from hybridization with this
males from just after pachytene to metaphase I showed 4th chromosome probe during this latter part of pro-
that the centromeric regions of these two compound phase, indicating that the two homologs are associated.
chromosomes do not associate (Figure 2). The two fluo-
Examples can be seen in Figures 3A and 3B. Only four
rescent signals were often separated by a large fraction
cases of failed chromosome 4 pairing were observed
of the nuclear diameter and were even found at opposite
in a sample of 259 oocytes. This association was notsides of the oocyte nucleus. No examples of association
unexpected, since paired 4th chromosomes were ob-between these chromosomes were seen in over 50 oo-
served in at least eight zygotene–pachytene oocytescytes, whereas centromeres from normal X and second
reconstructed by Carpenter (1975) from electron micros-chromosomes are frequently in proximity (as discussed
copy serial sections. Our observations extend her re-below). We particularly scrutinized the latest stages of
sults by showing that the 4th chromosomes remainprophase, since chromosome reorganization occurs at
paired following pachytene up until metaphase I, whenstage 10 of oogenesis (Mahowald and Tiefert, 1970), but
the oocyte normally arrests. At this point, they separateat no point before, during, or subsequent to this period
but remain at least transiently associated with otherdidwe detect association of the two compound chromo-
chromosomes at the metaphase plate, as shown in Fig-somes. We must therefore conclude that their segrega-
tion is not preceded by centromeric alignment. ure 3C.
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Figure 3. Wild-Type Oocyte Nuclei Hybrid-
ized with Probes Detecting All Four Pairs of
Chromosomes
The colors representing each probe are as
follows: the X chromosome is detected with
the 359 bp satellite (green); chromosomes 2
and 3 are detected with the 1.686 g/cm3 satel-
lite (AATACATAG; shown in purple); and the
4th chromosome is detected with the AATAT
repeat (orange). In the two prophase nuclei
(A and B), a single signal is detected for the
4th chromosome, and at metaphase (C) the
separated 4th chromosomes remain associ-
ated with the rest of the chromosomes on the
metaphase plate. (A) shows an oocyte with
heterochromatic regions from all four chro-
mosomes in close proximity. (B) shows a split
chromocenter, with one of the autosomes
(one of two purple signals) at a distance from
the other three centromeric regions. At meta-
phase (C), the homologous centromeres have
separated. Scale bars represent 1 mm.
X Chromosome Pairing Is Detected This association is evident from the earliest stages at
in X/FM7 Oocytes which the oocyte can be recognized, corresponding to
Structurally dissimilar chromosomes, such as a normal the end of or just after pachytene (King, 1970; Mahowald
X and a multiply inverted X chromosome, frequently fail and Kambysellis, 1980). Pairing persists up until the very
to undergo exchange and thus, like the 4th chromo- end of prophase. The 359 bp repeats near the centro-
somes, are obligate denizens of the distributive pairing mere of FM7 are occasionally detected as a separate,
systems. Nonetheless, such pairs of chromosomes seg- weaker hybridization signal, but more often only the
regate faithfully (Sturtevant and Beadle, 1936). Hawley large signal was seen. This indicates that X and FM7
et al. (1992) have provided genetic evidence that such can associate in a centromere-to-telomere fashion and
structurally dissimilar homologs segregate by the same that FM7 can also loop so that its centric and distal
homology-based system used by the 4th chromosomes regions are close together or associated.
and thus might also undergo heterochromatic recogni- To determine whether the association of the large
tion and pairing. To investigate this idea, we examined heterochromatic blocks on X and FM7 is based on ho-
prophase oocytes carrying a normal X chromosome and mologous recognition, or whether the blocks simply co-
the X chromosome balancer FM7 (Merriam, 1968). We localize owing to a tendency to occupy the same region
used two probes to sequences normally located in the of the nucleus (perhaps as a consequence of nucleolus
basal X heterochromatin: the 359 bp satellite (Hsieh and
formation), we askedwhether the distal heterochromatin
Brutlag, 1979) and the ribosomal DNA (Figure 1). The
on FM7 localizes to the same subnuclear position in
FM7 chromosome bears three nested inversions, includ-
oocytes carrying two copies of this chromosome. As
ing In(1)sc8, which inverts most of the centric hetero-
discussed below, the centric region of the X chromo-chromatin to a distal position (Figure 1B).
some tends to be positioned near heterochromaticThese two X chromosome probes were hybridized to
blocks on the other chromosomes. In contrast, in mostegg chambers from X/FM7 females (Figure 4). The nuclei
FM7/FM7 oocytes the distal heterochromatin is far awaythroughout the egg chambers, including those of the
from other heterochromatic sequences in the nucleusfollicle and nurse cells as well as the oocyte nucleus
(Figures 5A–5C). This provides strong evidence that theitself, are labeled by the hybridization procedure. In
colocalization of the proximal and distal blocks of het-many somatic cell nuclei, such as those of the follicle
erochromatin in X/FM7 oocytes is the consequence ofcells, two separate sets of associated 359 bp and rDNA
heterochromatic pairing based on specific homologoussignals are seen, typically far apart in the nucleus. This
recognition (i.e., that the distal heterochromatin of FM7indicates that the large heterochromatic blocks on the
loops back to pair with the pericentromeric regions onlyX and FM7 chromosomes do not consistently associate
when it is homologous to sequences located in thisin somatic nuclei. However, without exception in 300
region). It also suggests that karyosome organization isX/FM7 oocytes we examined, only a single setof fluores-
to some extent governed by a Rabl orientation, sincecent signals was seen in the oocyte nucleus, indicating
the FM7 telomere lies in a region of the nucleus distantthat the heterochromatic blocks on the two chromo-
somes are paired. from the centromeres (Rabl, 1885; reviewed in Comings,
Heterochromatic Chromosome Pairing in Meiosis
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Figure 4. Pairing of X and FM7 in Prophase
Oocytes
The large image shows a projection through
a 5 mm optical slice of a stage 3 egg chamber
from an X/FM7 female. Hybridization with the
359 bp repeat is shown in green, and rDNA
hybridization is in magenta. In many of the
follicle cell nuclei at the periphery of the tis-
sue, two separate sets of fluorescent signals
can be seen, but in the oocyte only one set
is detected. The insets show volume render-
ings of the oocyte and one follicle cell nu-
cleus. Scale bars represent 1 mm.
1980). However, this did not prove to be a universal least one chromosome at a marked distance from the
others.feature of karyosome organization, since in a minority
of examples (5 of 17) we did see the distal heterochroma- Despite frequent observation of more than one hetero-
chromatic region in the karyosome, the X and 4th chro-tin of paired FM7 chromosomes in close proximity with
centric heterochromatic blocks from other chromo- mosomes were almost always found together. Greater
than 98% of the oocytes we examined showed verysomes (Figure 5D). This indicates a degree of flexibility
in the organization of the oocyte nucleus. close localization of the359 bprepeats on the X chromo-
some and the AATAT satellite, which marks the 4th chro-
mosome. Even in the 4 of 259 oocytes described abovePersistent Associations between the
Centromeric Regions of the X in which the 4th chromosomes were not themselves
paired, at least one of them was associated with the Xand 4th Chromosomes
We wished to investigate the associations among the chromosomes in every case, and in two cases both were
seen associated with paired X chromosomes. Pairwisecentric regions of the four chromosomes in wild-type
oocytes. We observed that centric heterochromatin analysis of interactions between the other chromo-
somes indicates that this X–4 association is quite spe-tendsto lie somewhat clusteredon one side of the karyo-
some (Figure 3A). As suggested by Carpenter (1975), cific (Table 1).
The association between the X and 4th chromosomesthis polarity could reflect a Rabl conformation preserved
since the previous mitosis. However, this polarity is fre- persists after homologous centromeres separate. At
metaphase, the separated 4th chromosomes remainquently violated: in many oocyte nuclei we observed a
“split” chromocenter (Figure 3B), also commonly ob- particularly close to the X heterochromatin. When non-
exchange X chromosomes are present, they tend toserved by Carpenter, with the heterochromatin of at
Cell
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Figure 5. Oocytes Homozygous for the Multi-
ply Inverted X Chromosome, FM7, Hybridized
with Probes to All Four Chromosomes
In three of the examples (A–C), thesmall block
of the 359 bp satellite (green) that lies near
the centromere on the FM7 chromosome is
associated with the centric regions of the
other three chromosomes pairs, while thedis-
tal heterochromatin is separate. In the exam-
ple shown in (D), the distal heterochromatin
appears to loop back to associate with the
centric regions, probably owing to homolo-
gous association.
leave the metaphase plate precociously, and we have Axs and ald alter the fidelity of achiasmate homologous
segregations such that, in a high fraction of cases, aobserved the 4th chromosomes to remain associated,
pair of nondisjoining X chromosomes in these oocytesone with each X, as if they were riding piggyback on
will segregate away from the two 4th chromosomes,the larger X chromosomes.
resulting in XX↔44 segregations. Because Axs and ald
mutations affect homologous but not heterologous achi-Effect of Meiotic Mutants on Homologous
asmate segregations, they may define steps requiredHeterochromatic Associations
for homologous pairing and alignment prior to meta-At least three known genes, altered disjunction (ald),
phase. On the other hand, mutations in the nod gene,Aberrant X segregation (Axs), and no distributive dis-
which encodes a chromosomal kinesin-like proteinjunction (nod), encode functions that are important for
(Zhang et al., 1990; Afshar et al., 1995) affect both homol-the disjunction of achiasmate homologs. Mutations at
ogous and heterologous segregations.
Having determined that physical pairing precedes ho-
Table 1. Frequency of Chromosome Associations in Prophase mologous disjunction, we investigated whether any of
Oocytes these gene products might mediate such pairing. We
X 2 3 4 examined X/FM7 female flies carrying each of these
meiotic mutations (homozygous for nod or ald or hetero-X 99% 48% 85% 98%
zygous for AxsD). In none of these mutants did the 4th(257 of 259)a (29 of 60) (47 of 55) (255 of 259)a
chromosomes fail to pair, nor was X–FM7 pairing abol-4 — — — 98%
(255 of 259)a ished. In nod oocytes, the chromosome configuration
was completely normal during prophase (Figures6A andaIn a sample of 259 oocytes, four examples contained unpaired 4th
6B). The typical nuclear polarity was evident, and X andchromosomes, but in two of these both 4th chromosomes were
FM7 were consistently paired. However, at metaphaseassociated with the X chromosomes, and in the other two, one 4th
chromosome was found with the Xs. In two nuclei, both the 4th and the nonexchange chromosomes move precociously
X chromosomes were paired with their homologous partner but the away from the plate, as previously reported (Figure 6C;
two chromosome pairs were not associated. Two additional nuclei Theurkauf and Hawley, 1992).
showed unpaired Xs, but in these cases both Xs were associated In AxsD/FM7 flies, we detected a low frequency (<10%)
with the paired 4th chromosomes.
of prophase oocytes with altered pairing of X and FM7,
Heterochromatic Chromosome Pairing in Meiosis
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Figure 6. Prophase and Metaphase Chromo-
some Configurations in Meiotic Mutants
(A–C) Shown are two prophase oocytes and
one metaphase figure from nod, X/FM7 moth-
ers. (A), in which the oocyte is hybridized with
probes to all four chromosomes, shows that
the oocyte has a typical chromocentral con-
figuration. (B) shows hybridization with the
359 bp satellite (green) and the rDNA (ma-
genta), demonstrating that the heterochro-
matin of X and FM7 pair, as in wild-type
X/FM7 oocytes. However, at metaphase (C),
the nonexchange 4th and X chromosomes
move precociously away from the plate; in
this image, both 4th chromosomes appear to
be moving toward the same spindle pole.
(D–F) In AxsD, X/FM7 flies, most prophase oo-
cytes appear normal, but departures from the
normal paired configuration of X and FM7 are
detected at low frequency, as shown in (D)
and (E): the two large heterochromatic blocks
on the X chromosomes are unpaired, al-
though the chromosomes may still be associ-
ated since the proximal heterochromatin on
FM7 is probably colocalizing with one of the
larger 359 bp blocks, as illustrated in the dia-
gram above. At metaphase in AxsD females,
the nonexchange chromosomes move away
from the plate, and in thisexample the nonex-
change X chromosomes, marked with the
rDNA probe (magenta), are still conjoined,
consistent with genetic evidence that they
often segregate as one unit (Whyte et al.,
1993). Scale bars represent 1 mm.
such that the two large blocks of the 359 bp satellite karyosome (Figure 7), indicating that the euchromatic
regions of homologous chromosome arms have comewere separated, but the small, proximal block on FM7
was paired with one of the large blocks (Figures 6D and apart. More than half of prophase oocytes examined (36
of 66) showed clear separation of the histone locus. By6E). This configuration was never seen in a wild-type
background. In metaphase oocytes of this genotype, contrast, in somatic cell nuclei, homologous histone loci
are paired greater than 95% of the time (as seen in thethe nonexchange X chromosomes often remain con-
joined as they move away from the plate, rather than follicle cells in Figure 7; A. F. D. and J. W. S., unpublished
data). This finding suggests that Drosophila oocytesseparating as in wild-type X/FM7 meiosis (Figure 6F).
Despite thesubtle differences detected between wild- may, in fact, undergo a modified diplotene–diakinesis
in which homologous chromosomes separate except attype and AxsD oocytes, our finding that heterochromatic
pairing is normal or nearly so in each of these meiotic their heterochromatic regions and where held together
by chiasmata.mutants implies that, while pairing may be a component
of the mechanism of homologous segregation, it is not
sufficient to guarantee proper disjunction of nonex- Discussion
change homologs.
We have shown that in at least two cases of homologous
segregation the pairing of nonexchange chromosomesEuchromatic Regions Do Not Remain
Synapsed throughout Prophase precedes their disjunction. Two of our results indicate
that these associations are based on specific homolo-Our observation that homologous heterochromatic re-
gions remain associated until metaphase is consistent gous recognition. First, nonexchange X chromosomes
are universally paired, and 4th chromosomes are pairedwith the prevailing view of prophase I in female Drosoph-
ila: that it lacks the diplotene and diakinesis stages of in greater than 98%of oocyteswe examined. In contrast,
pairwise associations between the heterochromatin ofmeiosis common to other organisms (Theurkauf and
Hawley, 1992). During these stages, homologous chro- nonhomologous chromosomes are much less frequent
(with the exception of X and 4, as discussed below).mosomes normally separate from each other except
where linked by chiasmata, but, as we have described, Second, the position within the nucleus of the distal
block of heterochromatin on the inverted FM7 chromo-homologous chromosomes in the Drosophila oocyte re-
main paired in their heterochromatic regions. However, some is dependent on the position of the corresponding
block of heterochromatin on the homologous X chromo-a euchromatic probe to the histone locus did not behave
as expected. Starting from the earliest vitellogenic some. In X/FM7 oocytes, the distal heterochromatin of
the FM7 chromosome is always paired with the proxi-stages (at the end of or after pachytene), two separate
signals for this probe were frequently detected in the mally located heterochromatin on the normal sequence
Cell
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SC that is structurally distinct from theeuchromatic form
(Carpenter, 1975). Perhaps some remnant of this spe-
cialized form of heterochromatic SC persists in some
fashion until the end of meiotic prophase, as occurs in
certain other insects (Wolf, 1994).
How Persistent Heterochromatic Pairing
Might Ensure Segregation
In most organisms, paired but achiasmate bivalents
would precociously dissociate as a consequence of ho-
molog–homolog repulsion at diplotene–diakinesis (Haw-
ley, 1988). However, Drosophila female meiosis lacks
the typical diplotene–diakinesis stages. Instead, after
pachytene the chromosomes condense into a tight
mass, the karyosome, where they remain until spindle
formation. This curious meiotic detour may well allow
paired but achiasmate bivalents to maintain centromere
apposition until spindle assembly at prometaphase.
Previous studies suggest that heterochromatin may
both hold together sister chromatids during mitosis and,
at least in Drosophila females, facilitate homologous
meiotic pairing. First, heterochromatic chromatin struc-
ture appears to be linked to centromere function in
higher eukaryotes (for review see Pluta et al., 1995).
Second, genetic evidence has shown with increasing
refinement that heterochromatic homology is important
for meiotic chromosome segregation (Gershenson,
1940; Hawley et al., 1992; G. Karpen et al., personalFigure 7. Euchromatic Regions Do Not Remain Paired throughout
communication). Third, such sequences show a strongMeiotic Prophase
tendency to self-associate in somatic nuclei (DernburgThe main figure shows a projection through an egg chamber hybrid-
ized with a probe to the histone locus (magenta), with an enlarged et al., 1996). In this work we complete the logical circuit
viewof the oocyte shown in the inset. While homologous histone loci by demonstrating that homologous heterochromatic re-
are predominantly paired in somaticcells, as seen in the surrounding gions are, in fact, specifically paired up until chromo-
follicle cells, they are clearly separated in over half of prophase some segregation at meiosis I. In doing so, some 70
oocytes. Scale bar represents 1 mm.
years after its discovery by Heitz (1928),we have demon-
strated a biological function for heterochromatin and
negated its appellation as “junk DNA” (for review seeX chromosome. However, in FM7 homozygotes the
Pardue and Hennig, 1990).paired distal blocks of heterochromatin are usually well
It is likely that the heterochromatic pairing serves toseparated from pericentric heterochromatin. Thus, het-
interlock chromosomes in a manner that opposes theerochromatic pairing in X/FM7 oocytes is due to an
pull of the spindle microtubules during prometaphase.attractive force based on homology and not simply to
An analogous physical link between sister chromatidsa tendency of heterochromatic regions to cluster to-
ensures that they attach to opposite poles before sepa-gether.We propose that the persistence of these hetero-
rating in mitosis (Nicklas, 1977; Nicklas and Ward, 1994).chromatic contacts serves to coorient homologous cen-
Studies of the Axs phenotype support the idea that het-tromeres.
erochromatic associations serve to link nonexchangeTwo lines of evidence indicate that chromosome pair-
chromosomes together. Genetic investigation (Whyte eting after pachytene is restricted to heterochromatin.
al., 1993), as well as cytological results presented here,First, in contrast to heterochromatic probes, which
reveal that nonexchange X chromosomes often fail toshowed homologous pairing throughout prophase, a eu-
separate in Axs oocytes. Perhaps mutants at this locuschromatic locus was unpaired in greater than half of
define a function normally responsible for separation ofprophase oocytes. Similarly, Nokkala and Puro showed
this heterochromatic lock.evidence that euchromatic regions separate during pro-
phase, except where joined by chiasmata (Nokkala and
Puro, 1976; Puro and Nokkala, 1977). Second, genetic Heterochromatic Associations between
the X and 4th Chromosomesstudies (Hawley et al., 1992; G. Karpen et al., personal
communication) have failed to find a role of euchromatin The X and 4th chromosomes are virtually always found
to be immediately adjacent in the prophase nucleus.in directing achiasmate segregation.
This persistent pairing could be mediated by proteins While this work provides cytological evidence, such an
association was suspected in the 1930s by Gershensonthat are part of the synaptonemal complex (SC) (Ma-
guire, 1978). During pachytene, homologous chromo- (1940; see also Sandler and Novitski, 1956) based on
the meiotic behavior of the two chromosomes. Our ob-somes are paired along their lengths with SC lying be-
tween them. Heterochromatic regions are connected by servations on X–4 associations in oocytes homozygous
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for the FM7 balancer chromosome strongly suggest that
this pairing is largely mediated by heterochromatic ho-
mology at a site located near the base of the X chromo-
some. (As shown in Figures 5A–5C, the 4th chromo-
somes tend to remain associated with the small centric
block of X heterochromatin rather than the large telo-
meric block of the inverted X chromosomes.)
This X–4 association may have evolved to enhance
the fidelity of 4th chromosome segregation. Indeed,
when 4th chromosomes are found unpaired (which oc-
curs far more frequently than their nondisjunction), they
are usually found associated with paired X chromo-
somes. Since the oocyte arrests at metaphase with ho-
mologous centromeres separated (as seen in Figure 3C),
this association could provide a means to keep the 4th
chromosomes on the metaphase plate and thereby pre-
vent their loss, particularly under conditions where the
arrest is prolonged.
X–4 associations may also explain one of the most
perplexing observations about achiasmate segregation:
small heterochromatic duplications of the X chromo-
some can interfere with segregation of either the 4th
chromosomes or nonexchange X chromosomes (Grell,
1976; Hawley et al., 1992). Their effect on segregation Figure 8. A Model to Explain the Ability of X Chromosome Duplica-
of the 4th chromosome is purely size dependent. By tions to Induce 4th Chromosome Nondisjunction in a Size-Depen-
dent Mannercontrast, the ability of 4th chromosomal duplications to
induce 4th chromosome nondisjunction is dependent The normal X and 4th chromosomes are diagrammed at the top,
with heterochromatin shown in black and euchromatin representedonly on the amount of 4th chromosome heterochromatin
as narrower regions with hatching to the left. Our cytological datathey carry and not on their total size. The same is true
demonstrate that the X and 4th chromosomes are associated infor the ability of X duplications to induce X nondisjunc-
meiotic nuclei. We propose that there is a region of homology that
tion. So why then should small X duplications specifi- lies in the heterochromatin of the 4th chromosome andvery proximal
cally induce 4th chromosome nondisjunction in such a on the X chromosome. The dotted bands represent this X–4 pairing
size-dependent fashion? Moreover, why should the size site. More distal on the X chromosome lie sites important for XX
heterochromatic pairing (shown as striped bands), which may ex-range of that effect be so small, from 0.6 to 1.6 times
tend throughout the X heterochromatin. A number of X chromosomethe length of the 4th chromosome?
duplications have been examined for their ability to induce nondis-The existence of a site or region located very proxi-
junction of both normal 4th chromosomes and achiasmate X chro-
mally on the X chromosome that allows persistent X–4 mosomes (Hawley et al., 1992). Very small duplications have little
associations would provide a straightforward explana- effect on either X or 4th chromosome disjunction; according to our
tion for these observations (Figure 8). As described in model, this is because they lack most sites important for pairing with
either chromosome. Somewhat longer duplications induce primar-the legend to Figure 8, the premise of this explanation
ily 4th chromosome nondisjunction, and we propose that this isis that a small X fragment bearing the X–4 association
because they bear 4th chromosome pairing sites, but lack thoseregion will associate primarily with the 4th chromo-
required for proper pairing with the X chromosomes. Still longer
somes, while larger duplications will possess sufficient duplications begin to resemble X chromosomes with respect to
X chromosome sequences for proper association with heterochromatic pairing sites. As they gain in ability to induce X
thehomologous X chromosomes. Indeed, the upper size nondisjunction, they lose their effect on the 4th chromosome, sug-
gesting that they now pair preferentially with the X chromosomes.limit for X duplications that can induce 4th nondisjunc-
tion corresponds precisely to the lower size limit for
those that can induce X nondisjunction.
and Novitski, 1956), is supported by the observation that
the movement of achiasmate chromosomes toward the
poles of the meiosis I spindle occurs precociously, whileThe Mechanism of Heterologous Segregation
When there are only two achiasmate chromosomes in chromosomes that have undergone exchange remain
at the metaphase plate. This timing of events allowstheoocyte, they will virtually always segregate from each
other (Grell, 1976). Our investigation reveals that the nonexchange chromosomes to interact with the spindle
and assort themselves without interference from thesegregation of nonhomologous chromosomes is not
presaged by centromeric alignment. Rather, we propose exchange chromosomes. Given the narrowness of the
meiotic spindle relative to the width of a chromosomethat the segregation of heterologous chromosomes is
mediated solely by a mechanism in which each chromo- (Theurkauf and Hawley, 1992), the physical basis for
their assortmentcould simply be that kinetochore micro-some, acting as a univalent, orients toward the least
crowded pole. tubules are more likely to reach a spindle pole if there
is not already another chromosome on that half of theThis hypothesis, known as the “crowded spindle-
pole” model (Hawley and Theurkauf, 1993) or simply the spindle. Accordingly, when there are only two nonex-
change chromosomes, they always segregate from each“crowding effect” (Bridges and Anderson, 1925; Sandler
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concentration was lowered to 5% formaldehyde and the fixativeother. Moreover, the poleward movement of achiasmate
solution was warmed to 378C before addition to the egg chambers.chromosomes is also size dependent. A fuller descrip-
Alternatively, in the second approach, the flies were anesthetized
tion of this model, and its application to issues such the and transferred to a blender containing 250 ml of 4% freshly pre-
dependence of heterologous segregation patterns on pared formaldehyde in buffer A (15 mM PIPES, 80 mM KCl, 20 mM
chromosome size and shape, can be found in Hawley NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, 0.5 mM spermidine, 0.15 mM
spermine, 1 mM DTT) prewarmed to 378C. The blades were pulsedand Theurkauf (1993).
twice for 23 s at low speed to release the disrupted ovaries directly
into the fixative; the egg chambers were filtered through a screen
A General Model for Meiosis with 860 mm openings (Cellector sieves; Bellco Glass) into a beaker
and allowed to settle. After 4 min of fixation, the solution was aspi-in Drosophila Females
rated and replaced by 3–400 ml of 23 SSC (0.3 M NaCl, 0.03 M NaThis cytological investigation, in conjunction with previ-
Citrate [pH 7.0]) containing 0.1% Tween 20 (23 SSCT). The tissueous evidence, leads us to view the different segregation was filtered through a finer sieve (280 mm openings) to remove
mechanisms in the Drosophila oocyte within a hierarchi- contaminants; settling and washing was repeated twice in the bea-
cal organization. When crossover occurs between ho- ker. The egg chambers were filtered through a final screen (140 mm
openings) to separate late from early stages.mologs, it results in the most stable type of physical
When the number of female flies was limited, a third egg chamberlinkage. However, homologous heterochromatic associ-
fixation scheme was employed, which was more laborious but effi-ations provide a backup mechanism to link and coorient
cient. Females were anesthetized and transferred to a drop of modi-
nonexchange homologs. When chromosomes have nei- fied Robb’s saline (Theurkauf and Hawley, 1992) on a silicon rubber
ther undergone exchange nor paired with a homologous (Silgard; DuPont) dissecting plate. Ovaries from 6–12 females were
collected per hybridization sample. The abdomens were rupturedpartner, they can still assort quite reliably by simply
with forceps; whole ovaries were then transferred to a drop of fixa-moving toward the least crowded spindle pole, provided
tive (4% formaldehyde in 100 mM Na Cacodylate [pH 7.2], 10 mMthere are not too many chromosomes of this class.
EGTA, prewarmed to 378C) on the dissecting plate. During the fixa-
According to this model of meiosis, it follows that the tion (4 min), individual ovarioles were teased apart with forceps.
relative timing of specific events is crucial to the success Following fixation, the tissue was transferred to a large drop of 23
of both achiasmate and exchange-based disjunction. SSCT, and the separation of ovarioles was completed.
We envision that the following series of events occurs:
Probes for In Situ Hybridizationnuclear envelope breakdown/spindle assembly; unpair-
Chromosome probes were generated for this study in a number of
ing of homologous heterochromatic regions; release of ways. Cloned sequences from three loci were used: the rDNA and
X–4 associations; and finally resolution of chiasmata. If histone locus probes, both gifts from Gary Karpen, and the Re-
this order is perturbed, for example if X–4 associations sponder of Segregation Distorter (Rsp) probe, provided by Chung-I
Wu. The 359 bp repeat sequence was obtained by PCRamplificationare destabilized relative to XX and 4–4 interactions, an
of Drosophila genomic DNA, using primers designed from the pub-expected consequence would be increased segregation
lished sequence (Hsieh and Brutlag, 1979). The remaining probes,of the X chromosomes from the two 4th chromosomes.
including the dodeca satellite probe, the 1.686 g/cm3 satellite, the
In fact, such aberrant XX↔44 segregations occur fre- AATAT repeat, and the AACAC satellite, were single-stranded oligo-
quently in a growing class of meiotic mutants, including nucleotides generated on a MilliGen Cyclone Plus DNA synthesizer,
desalted over G-50 Sephadex, and used without further purification.Axs and ald.
All were 35–50 bases in length.Taken together, these studies provide a straightfor-
Because probes must be small to penetrate fixed egg chambers,ward explanation for the mechanism by which the cen-
plasmid DNA was cut enzymatically prior to labeling to generate
tromeres of achiasmate homologs are cooriented at fragments averaging 150 bp or less. The rDNA probe comprised two
meiosis I in Drosophila females. Perhaps more crucially, plasmids that together contain inserts spanning the 28S element, the
18S element, and the internal transcribed spacer region (McKee andthey provide anilluminating clue as to thenormal biologi-
Karpen, 1990); these and the histone plasmid described elsewherecal function of heterochromatin.
(Hiraoka et al., 1993) were cut using a mixture of 4 base recognition
restriction enzymes: AluI, HaeIII, MseI, MspI, RsaI, and Sau3AI (New
England Biolabs). The 240 bp Rsp repeat sequence was isolatedExperimental Procedures
from the vector and fragmented using RsaI. For the 359 bp satellite
probe, the PCR product was digested with AluI or Tsp509I. Oligonu-Drosophila Stocks
cleotides were labeled without fragmentation.An OregonR stock maintained at the University of California, San
All probes were 39 end–labeled using terminal deoxynucleotidylFrancisco was used as the wild type. The structurally rearranged
transferase (TdT; Promega). A typical labeling reaction (100 ml vol-chromosomes, including FM7a, C(1)RM, and C(2)EN cn, bw, are
ume) contained 10 mg of probe DNA, 6 nmol of labeled nucleotidedescribedby Lindsley and Zimm (1992), as are the meioticmutations
(biotin–dCTP [GIBCO BRL], digoxigenin–dUTP [Boehringer Mann-nod (Carpenter, 1973), ald (O’Tousa, 1982), and AxsD (Zitron and
heim], Fluoro red [rhodamine–dUTP; Amersham], FITC–dUTP [Boeh-Hawley, 1989).
ringer Mannheim, DuPont New England Nuclear, or Amersham]),
12–18 nmol of unlabeled nucleotide (dTTP or dCTP, whichever the
Egg Chamber Isolation and Fixation labeled analog was derived from), 200 mM Na Cacodylate (pH 7.2),
Egg chambers were obtained from young (2–3 days) female flies 1.5 mM CoCl2, 200 mM DTT, and 60 U of TdT. Reactions were carried
held with males in well-yeasted bottles. Three different protocols out for 1–4 hr at 378C. Labeled DNA was recovered by addition of
(detailed below) were used for the preparation of whole-mount egg 40 mg of glycogen (molecular biology grade; Boehringer Mannheim)
chambers. Morphological preservation was subtly better with the followed by EtOH precipitation. Probes were dissolved in TE (10 mM
latter two protocols, but they require either larger fixative volumes Tris–HCl [pH 7.5], 1 mM EDTA) and used without further purification.
or more labor, respectively. Our results were not affected by the They were stored at 2208C and showed no decrease in efficacy
choice of procedure, except that some activation of stage 14 oo- over several months and many freeze–thaw cycles.
cytes was seen with the first procedure, as assayed by the separa-
tion of the 4th chromosomes from the metaphase plate. Mitotic Chromosome Preparation and Hybridization
In the first procedure, when the number of flies was not limiting, Brains were dissected from climbing third instar larvae and
egg chambers were isolated and fixed by the mass preparative squashed in 45% acetic acid according to published protocols (Ash-
procedure of Theurkauf and Hawley (1992). Two modifications were burner, 1989). In situ hybridization was performed essentially as
described for polytene chromosomes (Pardue, 1986).made to their procedure to improve probe penetration: the fixative
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Hybridization to Whole-Mount Egg Chambers thank Chung-I Wu for the kind gift of a Rsp clone, Alfredo Villasante
for a dodeca satellite clone, and Gary Karpen for providing the rDNAWe established conditions that allowed DNA probes to penetrate
whole-mount egg chambers and to hybridize specifically with their and histone plasmids. The skill and cooperation of Hans Chen, Paul
Chan, and Diana Hughes were invaluable inrecording anddisplayingcognate chromosomal sequences. The key elements for success
with this approach were, first, the fixation of the tissue, which must the microscope images. A. F. D. thanks Jeremy Minshull for unend-
ing assistance, including, but not limited to, technical and editorialpreserve its structural integrity while providing sufficient permeabil-
ity for probes to diffuse; second, the denaturation conditions, partic- help. We appreciate the many contributions made by David Agard
to the microscope system. The members of the Hawley and Sedatularly the temperature of denaturation; and, third, the probes, which
must be small to penetrate the tissue and labeled in such a way as labs provided helpful and enthusiastic input, and we particularly
thank Jeff Sekelsky, Kim McKim, and Tamar Arbel for critical readingto give efficient multicolor detection.
Fixed egg chambers were transferred to 0.5 ml PCR tubes and of the manuscript. This work was supported by a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute Predoctoral Fellowship (A. F. D.), a grant from therinsed three times in 23 SSCT. To allow gradual exchange into 50%
formamide, 23 SSCT, they were incubated for a minimum of 10 min National Science Foundation (R. S. H.), and a National Institutes of
Health grant (J. W. S.).each in (20% formamide, 23 SSCT), (40% formamide, 23 SSCT),
and finally in (50% formamide, 23 SSCT). They were then incubated
Received March 6, 1996; revised May 9, 1996.in fresh 50% formamide, 23 SSCT for 30 min at 378C. The liquid
was aspirated, leaving 20–50 ml bed volume of egg chambers. DNA
probes in 40 ml of hybridization solution (50% formamide, 33 SSCT, References
10% dextran sulfate) wereadded. Probes and tissue were denatured
together by heating in a thermal cycler. Denaturation at 918C for 2 Abad, J.P., Carmena, M., Baars, S., Saunders, R.D., Glover, D.M.,
min gave an optimal balance of signal/noise and tissue morphology. Ludena, P., Sentis, C., Tyler, S.C., and Villasante, A. (1992). Dodeca
The tube temperature was thus raised to 918C and held for 2 min and satellite: a conserved G1C-rich satellite from the centromeric het-
then brought to the hybridization temperature and held overnight. erochromatin of Drosophila melanogaster. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
Annealing was carried out at 378C except when the AATAT probe USA 89, 4663–4667.
was used; this necessitated a lower temperature (298C). Following
Afshar, K., Barton, N.R., Hawley, R.S., and Goldstein, L.S. (1995).
hybridization, egg chambers were washed at the annealing tempera-
DNA binding and meiotic chromosomal localization of the Drosoph-
ture with three changes of 50% formamide, 23 SSCT over 1 hr.
ila nod kinesin-like protein. Cell 81, 129–138.
They were then washed once in 25% formamide, 23 SSCT at room
Agard, D.A., Hiraoka, Y., Shaw, P., and Sedat, J.W. (1989). Fluores-temperature and three times with 23 SSCT.
cence microscopy in three dimensions. Meth. Cell Biol. 30, 353–377.For secondary detection of digoxigenin- and biotin-labeled
probes, the egg chambers were blocked by addition of 0.5% BSA Ashburner, M. (1989). Drosophila: A Laboratory Manual (Cold Spring
(ICN) in 23 SSCT for at least 30 min. They were stained with either Harbor, New York: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press).
Texas red or FITC–UltraAvidin (Leinco Technologies) or Cy5– Bridges, C.B., and Anderson, E.G. (1925). Crossing over in the X
streptavidin (Jackson) and/or rhodamine or FITC-conjugated anti- chromosomes of triploid females of Drosophila melanogaster. Ge-
digoxigenin F(ab) fragments (Boehringer Mannheim) in 23 SSCT. netics 10, 418–441.
Samples were incubated in the stain solution for at least 2 hr, washed
Brittnacher, J.G., and Ganetzky, B. (1989). On the components ofthree times in 23 SSCT for a total of 1 hr, incubated with 0.5 mg/
segregation distortion in Drosophila melanogaster. IV. Constructionml DAPI in 23 SSCT for 10 min, and washed twice in 50 mM Tris–HCl
and analysis of free duplications for the Responder locus. Genetics(pH 8). They were mounted for microscopy in glycerol-based mount-
121, 739–750.ing medium.
Carmena, M., Abad, J.P., Villasante, A., and Gonzalez, C. (1993).
The Drosophila melanogaster dodecasatellite sequence is closelyFluorescence Microscopy and Image Generation
linked to the centromere and can form connections between sisterThe developmental stage of each oocyte was determined by the
chromatids during mitosis. J. Cell Sci. 105, 41–50.size and shape of the egg chamber and the position of the oocyte,
Carpenter, A.T.C. (1973). A meiotic mutant defective in distributiveas described by King (1970) and summarized by Mahowald and
disjunction in Drosophila melanogaster. Genetics 73, 393–428.Kambysellis (1980). Since the parameters for staging are not precise,
particularly for DAPI-stained egg chambers, all stages reported here Carpenter, A.T.C. (1975). Electron microscopy of meiosis in Dro-
should be regarded as plus or minus one of King’s stages. sophila melanogaster females. I. Structure, arrangement, and tem-
All images were recorded using an Olympus IMT-2 wide-field poral change of the synaptonemal complex in wild-type. Chro-
microscope system, which has been described in detail elsewhere mosoma 51, 157–182.
(Hiraoka et al., 1990). In brief, the microscope has a motorized XYZ Carpenter, A.T.C. (1979a). Recombination nodules and synaptone-
stage that allows precise focus changes, for this work 0.2 mm per mal complex in recombination-defective females of Drosophila me-
step. The lamp shutter, focus movement, filter wheels, and data lanogaster. Chromosoma 75, 259–292
collection are under computer control. A single dichroic mirror with
Carpenter, A.T.C. (1979b). Synaptonemal complex and recombina-multiple-band pass properties designed for wavelengths of DAPI,
tion nodules in wild-type Drosophila melanogaster females. Genet-FITC, rhodamine, and Cy5 (Chroma Optical) was used. Digital im-
ics 92, 511–541.ages were recorded for each wavelength at a series of focal planes
Carpenter, A.T.C. (1981). EM autoradiographic evidence that DNAusing a scientific grade CCD (Photometrics). Displacement between
synthesis occurs at recombination nodules during meiosis in Dro-different wavelengths is minimized under these imaging conditions,
sophila melanogaster females. Chromosoma 83, 59–80.and no further alignment was performed.
Three-dimensional data were corrected for lamp flicker and Chen, H., Hughes, D.D., Chan, T.-A., Sedat, J.W., and Agard, D.A.
bleaching, and deconvolved with a radially averaged point spread (1996). IVE (Image Visualization Environment): a software platform
function measured for the lens as described by Agard et al. (1989). for all three-dimensional microscopy applications. J. Struct. Biol.
Images were displayed and analyzed using IVE software (Chen et 116, 56–60.
al., 1996). Most microscope images presented here are volume- Comings, D.E. (1980). Arrangement of chromatin in the nucleus.
rendered projections (Dreibin et al., 1986) of three-dimensional data Hum. Genet. 53, 131–143.
stacks. All were pseudocolored to permit overlay of images recorded
Dernburg, A.F., Broman, K.W., Fung, J.C, Marshall, W.F., Philips, J.,with different wavelength filters.
Agard, D.A., andSedat, J.W. (1996). Perturbation of nuclear architec-
ture by long-distance chromosome interactions. Cell 85, 745–759.
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